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This is a Perfect Viewer plugin.
Let Perfect Viewer support PDF & DJVU file.
To use this plugin you must install Perfect Viewer ver 1.7+ first.
*Attention! please make sure Perfect Viewer is not running before install the plugin.
Or you can reboot your device after install the plugin.

This plugin is license under GPL V3
Source code can download from http://code.google.com/p/perfect-viewer-pdf-plugin/
Updated on
Sep 26, 2023
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Data safety
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.No data shared with third partiesLearn more about how developers declare sharing


No data collectedLearn more about how developers declare collection
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October 23, 2018
The plugin works brilliantly, but seems to have problems with large (1Gb+) files. Which is a problem since I recently got a load of them from several Humble Bundles.  One moment it displays the image perfectly, the next it crashes on the home screen and furthermore crashes my theme (i.e. sets the background to black). Would be grateful if you could fix this.
12 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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May 19, 2021
The functionality is there. Only the interface looks far more dated and less functional as something like Pocketbook reader. And the speed is obviously inferior to the Google's PDF viewer. As for DJVU, any reader app will be equally fast.
2 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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September 30, 2023
Why is this PDF add-on App not integrated with the main PERFECT VIEWER App? Possibly the total App size may reduce thereafter. You must reduce size of the unified/combined App
2 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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What's new


Update the Android target SDK version.
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placeAddress
12F-7, No.88, Liuyang W. St., Beitun Dist.
Taichung City 40649
Taiwan
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Perfect Viewer Donation 3
Rookie001
$9.99
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